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SuiteCommerce Advanced Denali Release
The SuiteCommerce Advanced Denali release consists of a major
re-architecture of the SuiteCommerce Reference application to
provide better performance, increased flexibility and more control
over the implementation and development process.
The Denali release does not include any core “features”, but the
new changes enable customers, professional services and partners
to more efficiently manage, build and deploy SuiteCommerce
implementations.
Additionally, the new user experience takes a Mobile First approach
with a re-designed user interface, and NetSuite continues to
provide advanced SEO solutions for site tracking and analysis.

Key Highlights
One Bundle: The organization and delivery of the main source code
was consolidated from 3 bundles (ShopFlow, My Account and Checkout) into
one core SCA bundle.
Modular Code Architecture: The source code is arranged into functional
components (i.e. modules) for better separation and organization of the code
base. In addition, module directories are now versioned.
Developer Tools: Integrated developer tools provide an efficient local
development and build process.
Mobile First UX & Visual Design: Updated the out-of-box UX and visual
design with a mobile first strategy.
Developer Portal: The new developer portal is an epicenter of innovation and
resources for all things SuiteCommerce. The portal is organized into two main
areas: Design Resources and Developer Resources.

Customer Benefits
One Bundle

Modular Code Architecture

Improved efficiency in making global CSS and

Improved agility and flexibility

template changes

Increased efficiency to manage and customize

Reduced complexity of customizations

Versioning of modules improves the ability to

Faster and more consistent implementations

integrate new bundles into existing
implementations
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Ability to use a revision control system to manage

Modern local development process

changes to the application across multiple teams

Reduces learning curve of SuiteCommerce due to a
development process aligned with industry best

Mobile First UX & Visual Design

practices

Faster and higher performing sites

More control over how application is built and

Enhanced user experience by providing more

where it’s deployed

focused design

Opportunity to extend additional development
tasks/workflows

Developer Portal

Tools can be customized to match each developers

Provides designers, developers and partners a

own workflow

modern learning center

Bundle Details
SuiteCommerce Advanced Denali Bundle
This reference application includes all of the code for a shopping, account management and checkout experience.
Bundle ID – 90208
Site Builder Extensions Premium Denali
This reference application includes all of the code for an account management and checkout experience (B2C &
B2B). Bundle ID - 90206
Site Builder Extensions Denali
This reference application includes all of the code for an account management and checkout experience (B2C
only). Bundle ID – 90205
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